Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Tourism plays an important role in the economy of the countries and represents an important source of income. According to the World Tourism Organization[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}, 1400 million people moved around the world in 2019. A significant percentage of these tourists want to visit the points of interest of the country or city they visit. Travel agencies and specialized companies offer routes to visit these points that generally do not satisfy the preferences of all tourists. An interesting route for one tourist may not be suitable for another. It is therefore necessary to design tools that provide routes adapted to the preferences of each tourist. In addition to tourist preferences, other factors must be considered to build customized routes. Some of the most relevant are the importance of the points of interest, the duration of the routes and the opening hours.

The previous problem can be modeled as a Team Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TOPTW). The TOPTW is an extension of the Team Orienteering Problem (TOP) \[[@CR4]\], in which, given a set of visiting points with a score and service time, the objective is to maximize the sum of the collected scores in a given number of routes, while guarantying a maximum travel time in each route. For solving the TOP, different exact an heuristic algorithms have been proposed \[[@CR6]\]. In the TOPTW, each visiting point has to be visited within a given time window.

In this paper we present a Fuzzy Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) to solve the TOPTW. GRASP is a metaheuristic which consists of two phases. In the constructive phase, a solution is built by iteratively selecting an element of a restricted candidate list. In the improvement phase, the above solution is improved by applying a local search. These steps are repeated until a stopping rule is met. In our case, the restricted list of candidates is formed by the appropriate points of interest to be included in some route. Unlike the standard GRASP, Fuzzy GRASP uses two criteria to build this restricted candidate list. The first criterion evaluates the point of interest by attending to time increment of the route. The second criterion uses the score to evaluate the point of interest. On the other hand, we also propose a multi-agent simulation model aimed at handling the randomness of the optimization problem in practical scenarios. We consider that the scores associated to the points of interest are not deterministic, but can have low, moderate and high levels of variability instead. This means that some points have been clearly bad or good for most visitors, but others have not.

We use a classic set of instances to test our proposal. The obtained computational results show its good behavior. Fuzzy GRASP efficiently identifies high quality solutions in insignificant computational time.

Problem Description {#Sec2}
===================

The problem addressed in this paper is modelled as a multiple route-planning problem, specifically as a TOPTW. It consists of a set *I* of *n* points of interests (POIs), each with a given score, and a set *K* of *m* routes with the aim of visiting some of them in a given limited time. Each POI has associated a score or profit, a visit time, and a time windows. The starting and ending points are fixed, and represent tourists place of stay. However, not all POIs have to be visited. The number of routes corresponds to the number of stay days at destination. The objective function is to maximize the total collected score.
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The variable decisions of the mathematical model are: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the other hand, the TOPTW can be formulated as a linear programming problem (LP) as follows:
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} a_i^k \ge 0&k \in K, \; i \in I \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The objective function is represented in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). The ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) constraints guarantee that routes start and end at point 0. The constraints ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) ensure that every location is visited at most once. The subtour elimination and flow conservation rule in constraints ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) and ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) establish the connectivity and time of each tour, where *M* is a large constant. The constraints ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) guarantee the maximum time for each tour. The time windows constraints are identified in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). The condition variables are defined in ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}), ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) and ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}).
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Literature Review {#Sec3}
=================

The Team Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (TOPTW) \[[@CR18]\] has been extensively addressed in the literature over the last decade. For a comprehensive survey on variants of the orienteering problem, we refer the reader to the paper by Gunawan et al. \[[@CR6]\].

Due to the complexity of the TOPTW, most papers in the scientific literature tackle it by means of heuristic algorithms. Among the metaheuristic algorithms proposed for solving the TOPTW, there are implementations of Iterated Local Search, Local Search algorithm, Simulated Annealing, Variable Neighborhood Search, Large Neighborhood Search and Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search (GRASP).

A simple, fast and effective iterated local search that combines insert and shake steps to escape from local optima is presented in \[[@CR18]\]. A variable neighborhood search algorithm for a multiple time windows extension has been addressed in \[[@CR17]\]. A hybrid algorithm that combines GRASP with the evolutionary local search is designed in \[[@CR10]\]. A Local Search algorithm is proposed in \[[@CR9]\]. Two versions of a simulated annealing algorithm are developed in \[[@CR11]\]. A variable neighborhood search procedure based on exploring granular instead of complete neighborhoods is presented in \[[@CR9]\]. Granular exploration allows to obtain an efficient and effective algorithm. A Simulated Annealing with restart strategy is proposed in \[[@CR12]\] for a multiple time windows extension. A Capacitated TOPTW, in which customers have associated also demands is presented in \[[@CR2]\]. An iterated local search and a hybrid algorithm based on simulated annealing and iterated local search are proposed in \[[@CR7]\]. A new variant of the TOPTW that includes mandatory visits is considered in \[[@CR13]\]. In order to solve this problem, a multi-start simulated annealing is developed. A large neighborhood search algorithm is proposed in \[[@CR15]\]. A multi-objective version of the TOPTW, in which the score has to be maximized and the time needed for the itinerary of the tourist is minimized, is presented in \[[@CR8]\]. It is developed an iterated local search into adjustment iterated local search, in which the construction phase is performed heuristically. The uncertainty theory is used in \[[@CR19]\] to consider uncertain travel times when solving the TOPTW. In this regard, simulation is a powerful tool to handle these scenarios. They have been successfully applied to a wide variety of environments. This is illustrated in \[[@CR5]\] and \[[@CR3]\], among others. Due to its versatility and capability to model specific features of the environment under analysis, simulation based on multiple agents \[[@CR1]\] has become in one of the most relevant paradigms. For this reason, this is the approach considered in this paper.

In this work, we propose a Fuzzy GRASP for solving the TOPTW, in which the restricted candidate list used in the construction phase of GRASP is the fuzzy set of the high quality points of interest according to their travel time and score. Furthermore, we propose a multi-agent simulation model to deal with the randomness associated with the optimization problem in practical scenarios.

Solution Approach {#Sec4}
=================

Solver {#Sec5}
------

A Fuzzy GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure) is proposed in order to solve the proposed problem and obtain high-quality solutions in reasonable time. The GRASP metaheuristic \[[@CR14]\], in its standard version, consists of two phases; a first construction phase, and a second local search improvement phase.

The construction phase obtains a feasible solution by iteratively selecting at random a new location from a Restricted Candidate List (RCL) with size given by the parameter *RCLsize*. Finally, the neighborhood of the solution is explored until a local minimum is found in the second phase. The Algorithm 1 shows the GRASP phases cited above with *maxIterations* as the maximum number of iterations of the GRASP procedure.
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                \begin{document}$$m = |K|$$\end{document}$ empty routes. The procedure starts with the initial solution, and subsequently the construction mechanism adds step-by-step a new POI to the current partial solution guaranteeing the solution feasibility.
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                \begin{document}$$a_i^k$$\end{document}$ for this route *k* have to be computed using ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) and feasibility tested by the corresponding time limit constraints ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and time window constraints ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). A greedy travel time function *f* computes the travel time increase in the route produced by an insertion represented by the triplet defined previously. The *f* function is defined as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A Restricted Candidate List (RCL) with candidate POIs to be visited in the solution is constructed using the greedy function *f*. The standard version of GRASP designs the RCL introducing *RCLsize* feasible insertion triplets (*i*, *j*, *k*) with the best quality values for function *f*. In this paper a fuzzy version of the GRASP is proposed.

The proposed fuzzy mechanism considers the fuzzy set of the high quality POIs of the RCL based on their score. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha $$\end{document}$ parameter. The choice of this parameter influences the quality of the POI that will be inserted into the solution. The Algorithm 3 shows the fuzzy GRASP construction phase.

Basically, the selection of the best insertion position of POIs in a tour composes the candidate list. The greedy function *f* evaluates the increase in time due to the POI insertion in partial route. The value of *f* determine the position of candidate in the list. The best position to insert a candidate POI for all routes is located by the procedure. The goal of the best position is minimize the total time after the insertion of POI. Finally the list is ordered ascending by the increase in time such that lowest time increase candidates are placed at candidate list top. The candidate list size is settled in *RCLsize* due to build the RCL. Subsequently, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The next phase is an improvement phase that uses a local search for this purpose. Commonly, a local search procedure performances iteratively by replacing the current solution with a improved solution achieved in the neighborhood. The stop criteria of local search is not to find a better solution in the neighborhood. The Algorithm 4 presents a standard local search procedure. The proposed local search applies exchange movements between POIs in order to minimize the total travel time. The POIs can be selected in the same or different routes. A best-improving strategy is used, so that the search explores all neighborhoods in order to replace the current solution by the best solution found. Once the total travel time of the solution has been improved, the procedure tries to insert a new POI in the solution with the aim of maximize the solution score.

Overall, the aim of the proposed solver is to maximize the total solution score. The procedure is an two-phases iterated algorithm that progress until the stop criteria is met. The introduced fuzzy mechanism in the standard GRASP allows to consider two criteria in construction of the RCL list; the minimization of travel time and the maximization of score.

Simulation Model {#Sec6}
----------------

In this paper, we also propose a simulation model aimed at handling randomness associated with the optimization problem in practical scenarios. This randomness is derived from the potential changes in the preferences of the visitors, inadequate treatment of the staff in the points or unadvertised changes in the time windows, among others. Thus, the scores of the points of interest are considered as random variables instead of constant values, as done in previous works found in the scientific literature so far.

We design a multi-agent simulation approach that uses asynchronous time and receives a feasible solution of the problem. This solution is provided by the solver previously described. It also receives the random variables that defines the behaviour of the scores. The model is composed of a hierarchy of agents, The base agent is governed by the state machine shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and is aimed at simulating a route of the solution. The nodes in the state machine represent states of the visitor during its route, whereas the arcs represent transitions between pairs of consecutive states. This way, a transition is applied when the triggering event occurs. As can be checked, the visitor moves to the next point of interest and waits until it is open. This is visited once the point is open. Then, next point is checked or the visitor goes to its end point. It is worth mentioning that the score obtained when visiting a point of interest is derived from sampling the random variable that defines it. At the same time, there is a manager agent which is responsible for assign routes to the base agents and managing the performance metrics (*i.e.*, number of points visited, time in each point, etc.). Thus, the model is composed of one manager agent and *m* base agents.Fig. 1.State machine of an agent aimed at simulating a route

Computational Experiments {#Sec7}
=========================

Solver Computational Experiments {#Sec8}
--------------------------------

This section describes the results from the first computational experiment carried out in our study. The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the accuracy of the Fuzzy GRASP metaheuristic proposed to solve the TOPTW and get high-quality solutions.

The benchmark suite tackled along this section is based on the classical set of instances introduced by \[[@CR16]\] for Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows. Vansteenwegen et al. \[[@CR18]\] provide a set of locations with a given score which can be visited. A time windows and service time have been defined for each location. The limit number of routes match with the number of vehicles of the original Solomon data set. The number of locations used is equal to 100 and the limit time per route varies according to the specific instance. This benchmark considers travel times equal to euclidean distances. Regarding the geographical data, there are three kinds of instances: instances with clustered customers (C), instances with random customers (R) and a mixture of random and clustered customers (RC).

The instances data set used are described in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} in more detail.Table 1.Instances used in experimentationInstanceSizeMax. routesMax. time*c*101100101236*c*102100101236*c*103100101236*c*104100101236*c*105100101236*c*106100101236*c*107100101236*c*108100101236*c*109100101236*r*10110019230*r*10210017230*r*10310013230*r*1041009230*r*10510014230*r*10610012230*r*10710010230*r*1081009230*r*10910011230*r*11010010230*r*11110010230*r*1121009230*rc*10110014240*rc*10210012240*rc*10310011240*rc*10410010240*rc*10510013240*rc*10610011240*rc*10710011240*rc*10810010240
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The parameter values of the proposed solver assess during the computational experiments are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2.Parameters used by Fuzzy GRASPParameterValues$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The GRASP procedure was run 1000 times for each instance and parameter combination used in computational experiments. The results are presented in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and show the comparison between the best solutions obtained by standard GRASP and Fuzzy GRASP, and the optimal solution. The score of the optimal solutions is the sum of scores for all locations. Column one and two give the name of the instance and the score of the optimal solution, respectively. The third and fourth columns show the best solutions scores of standard and Fuzzy GRASP, respectively. The gap between the best solutions of the standard and Fuzzy GRASP and the optimal solution are given by the fifth and sixth columns, respectively. Finally, the last column shows the execution time of Fuzzy GRASP. The computational experiments confirm that Fuzzy GRASP is highly efficient when solving the instances under analysis.Table 3.Comparative resultsInstanceOpt.GRASPFuzzy GRASPGap (%) Fuzzy GRASPGap (%) GRASPFuzzy GRASP Execution time (ms)*c*1011810160017006.111.67.07*c*1021810173017801.74.44.17*c*1031810180018100.00.65.32*c*1041810181018100.00.071.45*c*1051810171017702.85.54.66*c*1061810171017702.85.53.93*c*1071810180018100.00.63.84*c*1081810181018100.00.04.18*c*1091810181018100.00.04.94*r*1011458142914470.72.04.01*r*1021458144114440.81.24.95*r*1031458142114431.02.55.45*r*1041458135214033.87.35.32*r*1051458141514351.62.93.93*r*1061458137914182.65.44.77*r*1071458136614053.86.35.51*r*1081458139114182.04.65.55*r*1091458138614033.34.94.38*r*1101458135614013.57.05.29*r*1111458137714213.65.65.87*r*1121458137214143.65.95.58*rc*1011724165816404.53.83.88*rc*1021724156616774.49.24.48*rc*1031724162816882.65.64.86*rc*1041724169316961.81.85.70*rc*1051724163616652.95.14.50*rc*1061724159516315.17.54.02*rc*1071724165216882.14.24.86*rc*1081724163316743.05.35.77

Simulation Analysis {#Sec9}
-------------------

We have carried out several experiments dedicated to check the suitability of the simulation model proposed in Sect. [4.2](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. In this case, the score associated with the points of interest is modelled as a random variable, *S*, that does not follow any arbitrary non-negative probability distribution. In particular, a Log-Normal distribution with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=\{0.25, 1, 2\}$$\end{document}$ to represent scenarios with low, moderate, and high levels of variability.

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the average computational results obtained by the proposed model when simulating the behaviour of 10 solutions selected at random. In this case, the score, travelled distance, total time, minimum time in the routes, maximum time in the routes, and slack time used to satisfy the time windows are shown when changing the level of variability in the scenarios. Due to the fact that the variability impacts only on the score of the points of interest, the remaining metrics are not altered in the different scenarios and their values are only provided for further analysis. In this case, the results indicate that the score obtained when visiting the involved points of interest in the routes increases when the variability of the scenarios is higher.Table 4.Computational results obtained by the simulation model$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=2$$\end{document}$Score1302.6061304.9911308.624Distance1100.1061100.1061100.106Time1970.1061970.1061970.106Min. time201.583201.583201.583Max. time226.534226.534226.534Slack6388.0686388.0686388.068

Conclusions and Future Research {#Sec10}
===============================

This work proposes a Fuzzy GRASP metaheuristic and a multi-agent simulation model to solve the Team Orienteering Problem with Time Windows, in which the scores associated to the points of interest are not deterministic. In the first place, we develop a Fuzzy GRASP to solve the optimization problem with deterministic scores to obtain a set of high-quality solutions. Then, these solutions are used by the designed multi-agent simulation model to consider low, moderate and high levels of variability in the scores.

The computational experiments carried out in this work corroborate that the GRASP metaheuristic can reach a set of high-quality solutions in reasonable computational time. Moreover, the simulation model is a tool able to perform experiments about the impact of changes in the score of the points of interest on the quality of the solutions in realistic scenarios. However, there are still several promising lines for further research. In particular, uncertainty can be associated with travelling times between pairs of points of interest, and therefore the optimization and simulation approaches must be modified appropriately to handle this. At the same time, it is highly interesting to develop recommendation systems to propose visiting routes to the tourists according to their individual features.

<https://www.unwto.org>.
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